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Itoing the last ten years the broad prob
1 &m of. .general reservoir performance ha© been ana* 
lysed by several author©'"from both-the qualitative and 
quantitative- point© of-.view* . the 'present work- repre
sents an approach to the same problem from the analy* 
tioal point of view* using as a starting point the- 
radial ,flow'equation based on p*Areyfs law of viscous 
flow of homogeneous fluids*

, ' . /the author ’ s choice of writing the present 
paper or this subject was due to personal Interest in 
It* and to the great importance of the study of reser
voir performance' for' establishing the optimum: methods 
of primary and' secondary oil. recovery *

A brief discussion of the reservoir energy
and the different forme under which it may be avail** 
able in a.reservoir* is believed to have its place
here for the better understanding of the main subject

.this thesis

In a reservoir*; the energy available for the
production of oil is called reservoir energy# fhls 
energy la the source ©f the natural forces which re* 
suit in the flow of underground fluids from the porous 
■rocks Into the penetrating wells#

fee sources- of this energy are**

♦Prof* C* F* Sarbt lectures on Petroleum Production at 
the Colorado School of Mines*



1* 0a s pressure, which might be produced by the e x 
panding., forces of natural gas In solution* In ■. a 
fro©- gas cap* or both; 

ft*- 'Water pressure* either static or dynamic;
3* . fee fore© of gravity* usually so small that it 

■ ■ can -be. neglected;
4# fee expulsive force due to the compaction of 

poorly consolidated reservoir rocks on release 
of. pressure * .and*

S., fee expansion Of the liquids within the reservoir#
.. %  this classification It is not implied

that only one of.the above forces will be effective in., 
a reservoir# sine-©, the driving force-can be a combine* 
tlon of two or; more of them#
Energy from- natural- das

iefore an oil reservoir is drilled in# the 
expulsive and retentive forces are in equilibrium#'
When a-veil penetrates the deposit* an area of low 
pressure is created at the well and* if maintained* 
will cause the oil and gas to- flow toward and into the- 
well# If-it la not shut in and a pressure differential 
la maintained between' the reservoir and the well* flow 
will continue* the fluids always moving toward the low 
pressure region about the well* the energy-contained 
in fee gas in Its- compressed state is the primary force 
responsible, for this movement.#'



production.'.of the oil will bring* as a ©on* 
sequence# reduction of the reservoir pressure*- When 
the saturation pressure* or ^bubble ■ p o i n t i s  reached* 
■gas'will start- to- come out of solution in the form of 
minute bubbles* since-they are- still under pressure#.
:further-reduction of pressure will cause these small., 
'bubbles ■ to- 'expand# An a result* - the fluids- in' the 
reservoir, expand to a new volume that is several times 
the original, and this expansion will--displace’ a qu&n*

•" tity o f oil and gas equivalent t© the volume Of gas 
fbrmed*. - • i

.this type' of oil production can be compared ■ 
with fee effect obtained when the cap of a warm gas*.,-, 
ecus beverage is removed.* the-invisible gas- under- 

■' pressure will start to come out of- -solution as soon 
as the-pressure is reduced# the small■ bubbles ©f .gas 
■ will': increase - their sim  and force- part of the liquid 
up the- neck of- the bottle;-' in- the same form the oil 
is forced, up. the well to the surface* -

-If the gas in the deposit is In the form of - 
a large -body of - free gas '-under' pressure at the crest 
of the structure (gas cap)* it will operate in a quite 
different > way in expelling ih© oil from'the reservoir- 
rock# fhis gas*- -at-high pressure# will exert a force 
downward against the surface of the oil* pushing it 
down the flanks of the structure from where it can be



recovered by wells ■ penetrating only 'fee flank®* ■
- *- , 'Inr all'" the gas ■ expansion"reservoir®* - fee ■■

gas 'has-fee* function of reducing the surface -tension! ' * '
and -viscosity of the-oil*- besides supplying-fee energy 
for- fee; recovery -of- fee fluids within fee reservoir* 
Energy from -Encroaching % g e  Water .

i » .. -.Fields operated -by hydrostatic .pressure# 
usually-are, of the-type called. *epea fields;” that is* 
fee type--in which fee producing format ion outcrops in 
the surroundings of the structure. - However* this is ■ 
not-fee.only condition* since continuity of the formation 
from ■ fee outcrop to fee place where the oil is accumu*. 
lated* as-well, as a high permeability throughout - fee 
formation# la required*, With-these three condition® 
available* ■■■ fee. water - which enter® fee format ion at - fee.: 
outcrop will flow* without .much.resistance* from, .fee, 
outcrop, to, fee .oil reservoir* . tending - to concentrate . 
and-displace -much of that oil held in the reservoir' 
rock by capillarity,* toward and.Into'the penetrating 
wells*

. - It Is generally recognised that fee addl*
tlonal oil recovered. In this way may he-an inport ant 
part:of ..the total production from the field*

, iXn a **water Drive” field, -if the-rate of oil 
production .is made .equal to the rate at .which fee 
water moves- ,through the producing bed# the pressure of



the reservoir -will remain practically const ant# this 
is a1 well-known characteristic of fields in which the 
energy comes -from hydrostatic- pressure*- 
Iffeet-of Qravity

fhe gravitational force. Is always effective 
in a- reservoir* modifying to a certain extent the ef
fect of other expulsive forces* ■ However*. In reservoirs 
operated.-by. gas expansion or water drive fee- force of 
.gravitation, is so small- compared with the main expuiV 
elve forces* that- for practical-purposes it Is usually 
! ® g i e e t i n i *  : ■

- ft should be mentioned* however* that in 
closed- -structure-a in which there is-not enough gas - 
present; to supply the' energy required, to move the oil. 
Into the:- wells*, the effect of gravity, drainage will toe 
■of- primary Importance# In. such cases-* the pay -cone 
thickness*, the dip of the formation* and the'p-erasea* 
tollity of the reservoir rock" will toe* of course* 
directly4'proportional' to the amount of oil recovered toy 
gravity alone#

.- Drainage of the reservoir toy this force, will' 
probably continue until the slope-of the oil In the • . 
sand, la just enough to overcome- the resistance to flow ■ 
offered toy the reservoir rock-# •, 1
Expulsive.Force toy; Compaction of the Reservoir Hock 

; , t& a reservoir in which the. producing.



formation'' is .composed of poorly consolidated sands* 
there;'is the• poasito'lli t y ■ that theweigh-1 of the-over* 
lying - sediments' will - produce* - upon- the release- of 
pressure* a ' further compaction of the loose sands * 
therefore decreasing- the- volume of the pore spaces and 
forcing5part ■ of the oil out of the reservoir rocks# 
there-'are-several' instances -In-.which surface subsidence 
has•followed, the■release of gas pressure with oil- pro* 
duetoion-in fields*
affla&us.j^r£ ^ u j ^ g a 3 & ^ oi  AissiSL.ttiî feiay.Heservoir

At the existing high pressures in oil reser
voirs, the liquids within the pores of the producing 
formation have suffered a small decrease in volume due 
to the-, slight compressibility of liquids. Upon reduc* , 
tion of pressure these liquids will tend to expand* 
this new. volume tending to move toward the wells* -Ex* 
periments have shewn that as much -as 1$ of the erig*
' inal oil. and water in a reservoir rock can be recovered: 
for each 3,GOO pounds per square' inch pressure drop* .
It is obvious that the larger the original volume of . 
liquids in the reservoir* the greater the oil recovery 
by this -force only* If. edge water Is present in the 
deposit* the expansion of this water will cause it to 
encroach at the beginning of production* therefor© 
acting as a natural water drive*



•• 'Consideration must to© given-to the main re* 
te&tlve forces inherent in' the reservoir rook- that. - 
will- tend ■ to oppose the ■movement of the- reservoir 
fluids-to the* areas of-relatively - low pressure in the- 
vicinity of the recovery-wells* •. Iren*' defines - these- : 
forces m s  capillarity, adhesion, and pore friction# 
the- expulsive, energy available in the reservoir is 
largely consumed in overcoming the resisting forces, 
and- the ■oil ■ recovery will depend on the magnitude of 
the eapt&lslve--and retentive forces# -the- engineering 
side-lies In the way-in which the natural forces are- 
conserved and utilised*

fhe- capillary -and- adhesive forces are re
sponsible for- a- large-part of. the original oil not 
recovered from, the reservoir-rock.,, while, the other 
part of. the unrecoverable oil is-accounted for by the 
frictional resistance offered by the rock pores to the 
expulsive forces which tend to'drive the oil to the 
recovery wells*

the detailed discussion of each of these 
forces'- Is beyond the scope of this work, but a gen
eral consideration of them will be given at this point 
In -order to. set. the basis for a clearer understanding 
of the-relative-permeability concepts which will 
follow#'

*fr©n, to* C*, petroleum Production Engineering * 011 ; Field Exploitation, McOraw^Hill look Company, Inc* 
103©* P 756*



tetentolvs 'force of; Capillarity .and-5 Adhesion
11 ■1 Capillarity - Is- the - '.result - of" the operation

of surface tension of the oil' in a reserveir, which 
tends' to . absorb end retain the liquids inside the cep* 
Illary'openings of - the reservoir- rook*

-fee -retentive force of capillarity will toe- 
greater lira deposit which contains oil of a high su**~ 
face tension#

As mentioned-before,-gas In solution In the' 
oil, as-wall as - an-increase In temperature* will re
duce surface tension*-therefore decreasing the amount 
of original- oil left unrecovered because of capillarity.*.

the- -adhesion of an oil- film to the reservoir 
rock by intermolecular attraction leaves in the pro
ducing bed a large portion of the original oil* Due 
to- the loose crystalline structure of most, of the 
common rock-forming minerals -and -to the influence of 
pressure,- the oil Is driven Into-' all. crevices and 
cleavage planes- to such extent that the subsurface 
pores will retain the liquid- even when, the -surface la 
apparently free1' of it* this action will make the- rock 
prefferentiaily- wetted by oil* and- subsequently will -in* 
crease the retentive force of adhesion# 
friot tonal % s f  stance

-fee-various frictional 'forces which oppose 
the movement-of fluids through' the pore channels



toward a well have been listed as** (1) internal fric* 
tion of fee oil in overcoming Its own viscosity and 
inertiai (2) friction of fee oil and gas on fee rocky 
surfaces forming fee walls of the flow channels| (3) 
resistance offered toy fee gas bubbles to deformation 
or partition in passing through the constrictions of 
the flow, channel| and (4) the capillary drag, of the 
minute openings through which the oil must pass*

fee frictional force listed under (3) is 
more commonly known as the M*Tamin effect,” named 
after drain, an early French physicist, who conducted 
a series of experiments in which Chains of alternating 
gas bubbles and separating liquid filaments were forced 
under pressure through capillary tubes with several 
constrictions* Du© to fee'similarity between these ex- 
perimental capillary tubes and the actual flow channels 
in a reservoir rock, it has been suggested that the 
conclusions reached by Famin have significance In the 
production of oil by gas expansion#

A variation** in the apparent permeability 
of the reservoir rock to gas and oil has been attri
buted to the Jarain effect and will to© discussed in 
the following pages*

*Pr©r, I# C * | loc. cit#
♦*IU D* fyckoff and H# #* Botsets the Flow of 0as«* 
liquid Mixtures through Unconsolidated Bands, Physios y, 1936J p* 326-346*



■ $01arey*:# law. f op: the1 viscous. flew ■ of how* 
getteeua., fluids through sand states that; the rate of
flew is proportional te- the pressere&rop ana to the
permeability. of - -the medium* and; inversely proportional' 
to the viscosity of the fluid* Is expressed' fait rate 
Of flow by the equation*

E& . 'Opo  ««*■» * mgmm^ w Or
Q Is the rate of flow; K is the permeability

of the- medium; a is the cross-sectional area; u is.
the viscosity of the fluid; and dp is the pressure
.drop across the length dr* In this way* It represents. .,-■■■dr - '* ■
the pressure gradient-*

In the case of nonfhomogeneoua fluids* such 
as gas-liquid mixtures* a variation of D’Arcy«s law 
was fhnnd,;; to occur* this variation being in the apparent 
permeability of the medium, to the gas and liquid corn** ; , 
ponenit* ■; and dependent;.in a complex manner upon the 
relative- concentration of the two fluid components 
present* is mentioned'before* this is attributed'to 
the yaaln effect* the apparent permeability of the 
medium to any of the components' is more generally re* 
ferred to as relative permeability*

Experimental work conducted by several. In* 
vestigators in unconsolidated sands on the variation



of the relative permeability of the medium to liquid 
(%) and to gas (Kg); with the percentage liquid sat
uration* indicates that It is reasonable to represent 
that variation as the average curve shown in Figure 1* 
these curves are for no connate water in the sand 
since it has been found* that the relative permeabil
ity to oil and gas is changed when interstitial water 
is present* bn the other hand, it was found out that 
moderate variations in the viscosityand surface ten
sion of the oil appear to have negligible effect on 
the .permeabillty-satufation relation for & sand*

Ais' it will be shown later* the .ratio of the 
relative' permeability of gas to the relative permea
bility of oil (Ig/l|) is a direct indication of the 
gas-oil ratio, showing its direct relationship with . 
the liquid saturation of the sand* 
tII;,Recovery , by./Ills solved; das .Drive Mechanism

: fhe conditions required, for a dissolved 'gas 
drive to act as the expulsive' force'in a reservoir 
have been- listed'as follows
lr -the existence'' of a flat structure with a low ver- 

 ̂tical permeability which would prevent the gravi
tational segregation of gas released fro®' solution 
' inf the Wily '

*1*0* leverett and W#®« Lewis, Steady flow of 0as-011- 
Water lixiuresfhrough Unconsolidated Sandss 
Pet. bev* and fech* 1041* Fol* 14i* p* 107-11#*

*#lbint Progress Report on Reservoir Efficiency and 
Well Spacing* by the Comma * on Reservoir Development 
and Operation of Standard Oil Co* (H.J*) Affiliated Cos 
and of the Humble oil and Refining Co.* 104S*





2, the absence of a free gas ©ap or of a water body
, which could move into the 'reservoir; and.#

$*■ A high rat© of. oil production that would exceed
the-ability of any water present to. advance info,

-the. reservoir| or the, efficient expansion of a 
■ 'free'gas cap# if present*

ery mechanism is the horizontal flow of oil and gas 
within the reservoir rock which# In the absence of a 
flat structure# may be brought about by low vertical 
permeability or by high-flowing, pressure differentials 
occasioned by high producing rates and a tight sand#-.-.

assume a structure in which the producing formation is 
a tight sand.with very low specif1© permeability* fhe 
oil in this reservoir contains gas in solution at a 
high pressure and it is going to b© produced with the 
maximum flowing pressure differential; that is# with § 
well pressure equal to atmospheric pressure*

uniform decline of the reservoir pressure Pe# with time 
tf we will have the following relationship#*

*M* Musket# ^Plow of Homogeneous Fluids” Equation (13) 
pv ni* iciraw^llll, WiV#

fh© most important attribute of this recov-

for.Dissolved Gas Drive
jeseryoirs

Reservolr pressure decline
•f ;

Following the conditions for the existence
of dissolved gas drive in an oil reservoir# let us

fhdeP the above conditions# if w© assume a
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f8 Is the reservoir gauge pleasure, in atmospheres*
1 ■ is the-- specific: pera&Abl&lty# in 'dareys.
K1 is the relative permeability* as a fraction of the 
A specific permeability.
t is the time ';ih''oeooada' after production has started*
f is the porosity of the reservoir reek* as a fraction 
Of the total volume of reservoir rook*

û ' is, ttm oil vieeealif in ■oentipolses*
r8 la- ■ the! radius of drainage ■ affected by the mil* ■ ant usually taken as one half of the well spacing in 

= centimeters*1;
r̂ : is’the^radiuO :of, the well in the pay z ® m  of the , ̂' - >esefV0ir* in centimeters.
t* is the initial reservoir gauge pressure* in atmoa**■ pherea. . *

■:>v-;'''fer convenience* equation (1) will he 
written ;as*\

t % r es ln r0 Fl
f # -W

%
is In poisesj t is in days; r# and rw are In feet, 

the 0.93 introduced in equation (2) accounts' for the- 
conversion of units of u^* t* and re.
^ 10.. :Rahlal' flow Equation Based on B*&roy*3 haw

In a preening section of this work Dtiircyfs 
relation for the rate of flow of an homogeneous fluid

/



through a porous medium has been expressed by 
equation:

© .m £& « «|E
u  t o  m

v-.fh© radial flow concept implies that the flow 
of fluids from the reservoir rook to the well occurs 
along channels radiating in all directions from the 
well# - fn any section of thickness h# since -the / 
fluids are; flowing.'from, a distance r {the drainage 
radius) toward' the:well# the cross*sectional area 
through which this flow is occurring can be written 
as follower

-A-* iTTr h
r .Substituting this value of A in equation-:'

(3)y we obtain:
‘ Q » u r n  * &Eu - to

ttearranglng this equation for integration 
between the limits of pe andp^, and re and rw# we 
have:

r*e rP©
4  f e t E i  . an \ r u \ *

/ v.. ,J rw . . Jp*

and integrating f we obtaini
Q In » 3 7TKh (pa- p,)



o n
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Q Is- the fluid rate of flow* in cubic centImetera per 
second.

E Is the specifIs permeability In darcys.
h is the pay son© thickness, in centimeters#
p© is the reaervoirgaug© pressure, in atmospheres.
Pw is the well gauge pressure# in atmospheres, 
u is the viscosity of the fluid in ©eatipols©©# 
re is the reservoir drainage radius# in feet* 
rw Is the well radius, in the pay son©, in feet*

fees© are the units used in the original 
I}«&rcy*s law equation for homogeneous fluids* fy 
changing the units and introducing' the 'term Ei to ae* . 
count for the non^homogeneous character of the oil 
flew# we'obtains

Q » 1«06 KKlh(pe-pw )

fee symbols have the following meanings
and unitsi
Q le..the oil volume rat© of flow in barrels per day*
K is the specific permeability in darcys*
Ex is the relative permeability of the oil# a fraction 

of the specific permeability.



h is•the.pay zone>thickness# :In.feet*
pe and p** the;reservoir and well gauge pressures# re* spectively, in atmospheres#
u0 is the viscosity of the oil, in poises#
In Is for natural logarithms logarithm to the has© ©.
re and r«# are the drainage and well radii, reap©©* 

tively# in ■feet*
x • \ ^. ' , ■

Equation (4) is the radial flow equation 
for oil based on P*Arcy* s law*
Decline Ourv©

If in equation 14}- we make p^ « 0# or* as* 
sumlng the well pressure as atmospheric, it can he 
solved- for the reservoir pressure* therefore obtaining!

r©
p© * ^  ^  **w

1.05 KKxh

Since the conditions under which this relation was 
obtained are the same used for deriving equation. (2)f 
these two expressions for p@ can he made equal to each 
other* giving the following relation!

£e
Q ttoln I5r . l

* ftf %  r©Kln r©
• *5

the symbols and units of this relat ion are defined 
under equations (2) and (4)v

With the aid of equation (6) the daily oil 
production decline, with time* can he . obtained by



plotting the values of Q .against the corresponding 
values of t *

However, for -solving, this last equation, 
additional Information is required on the value of S^, 
the. relative-permeability to the oil-* for this pur
pose a relation will he obtained for the initial oil 
saturation of the area to he drained by' the well* 
fels can he done by the sand-volume porosity method, 
fee result is the ©quations

a. m ITres fh(l-l)
1  s j Tx-- W).

Is the quantity of reservoir oil present# In barrels*
re# f -and h have the same meanings .and'units as the*# 

in', equation (6)*.
I is the Interstitial water saturation, expressed as a fraction of the porosity*

for the purpose of finding the relative'per
meability to' oil and to ,gas, equation f?) will rep
resent-the quantity of oil equivalent to 100$ oil 
saturation*’ fe this way the residual oil saturation 
at any'moment can be calculated byj

S * 1 —■ .: sj m

& is the residual oil saturation as a fraction*
%  la the cumulative reservoir oil recovered, in

barrels #
H  is■the'initial reservoir oil saturation, as'obtained from equation (?}*



1 8 *

the Instantaneous ©as^Oll %tlo
■ ■ 'EC-the early .part ‘ of this work It -too been 

mentioned that, the ratio of the relative permeability 
of the gas'to th# relative permeability of the oil 
(JSg/Kj) is a direct Indication of the flowing gae-oil 
ratio

Fundamentally* the Instantaneous gas^oil 
ratio will be given by the following rel&tlo&f

%I •
t * u

I is the instantaneous gas-oil ratio -in cubic feet
■ of gas per barrel of reservoir oil*
%  ia the gas volume rate of flow in cubic feet - per 

day*- ‘
$ is tbe oil volume rate o f : flow in: barrels per day.*.
.1 is the gas dissolved in the oil# in cubic feet per

barrel* .
the gas: volume rate of flow can be expressed

by the radial' flow equation as*

0* * (5*6i)(1*0$) E Eg h fp0 ~I%}(Pe*Pw) fa
- — «; ■» *./*. 5 T ~ r  191

EL is the relative permeability to gas* a fraction of 
* the, specific permeability*

Ug is the viscosity of the gas in poises*
%  is the atmospheric -temperature* degree® Hankins {Fahrenheit absolute)*
f is the'reservoir temperature* degrees Eankine*
Fa Is the atmospheric absolute pressure* In atmospheres*

♦S. »* fyckoff and I* t* iotset, loo* ©it*



■'M  'Since % i r - § i w  fey equation■■ (4)y the final 
©mpreseiof for th© instantaneous gas~oil rati# is,; .*■

■v. *■; $h© value of M earn fee ©©eared from labora** 
tory' tests with field bottom-hole ©ample©* 
fee. of1 Iquat tons ;

.. .’With the- aid of' equations1 {§)# (#)* (f}$ 
and.. (10) andFigun© 1, th© produet ion histories for 
dissolved ',gas- drive oil wells ©an--fee calculated, 
fh© following- procedure - should fee used when working 
with those' equationss
IV fhe first step--.is to introduce into equation' 

ffl) the:numerical-values-of tig#»-r$j. %*-!§ h#
and &g§ and then solve for $• -in terms of -1 and

- 1 ■ . ̂

B-* ■ Since the relation obtained in the above step 
represents the decline curve of the' well * if 
it iŝ  integrated between ser&'&ad t# .it will- 
give. the cumulative production Qe up to the 
time t# -fh© fact that E| is a direct function 
of %  and not a function of t j makes possible 
the integration in which Kg is treated as a 
constant* :-

3* With the known data solve equation (7) obtaining 
the reservoir-oil present-within the drainage



area of 'the well* and representing unit liquid 
saturation* ■

4# Assume of value of %  and with the aid of equation 
, (§)# the present liquid saturation of the sand 
earn he obtained as a fraction of the initial oil 
saturation* being this value in ‘Figure 1, the 
relative permeability to the liquid {%> la eh* 
tained*. With the values of %  and % #  the 
equation, obtained' in step "$ mm. he solved for. t*

6* With this© values, of t and li# the equation ob- 
Gained .in step 1 can he solved for <&*

#*. Substituting the known values into equation ($)* 
the reservoir pressure p0 ©an be obtained* 
fha-last; step' is'to find -the instantantous gas-- 
Oil. ratio* and this m m  be doneby using ©qua-* 
tion 110)# and the data.on the solubility of. gas 
in, oil' obta ined fro© laboratory' tests *

, ̂  A® It can be readily, observed# - no consider**
at ion. has been given, to the amount of gas present in 
the reservoir,, and therefore the results ‘obtained - 
from the use of thee e equat ions will be under the as
sumption, that 100$ of the: gas produced with the.-oil is 
returned to the,pay zm® of the reservoir as fast he 
It is produced*

; With the purpose of Illustrating this method 
of calculation and to give an idea ■ of the magnitude-of



the numerical results* an example usIng Imaginary data 
will b© worked out in the following pages*
BKfrgffi&d of Oaieulatlon . .

the: following imaginary data on a field 1® 
assumed. to. be avail ablet
Specific: permeability of the sand* Et 0*01 darcys* 
fay m m ■thickness* hi 60 feet*.,, 
foresity*';-fraotion of total, sand volume# ft ,0+1$* 
Initial-reservoir, pressure* P%% 183 atmospheres gauge* 
fell, pressure* pwt ■ 0 atmospheres , gauge *
Oil :viscosity *. u^ I 0*01 poises*, 
fas viscosity* Ugi 0*00018 poises*
Radius of drainage* r@i 660 feet* 
atmospheric temperature* fas 520° Rankin©»
Reservoir temperature* ft 600° Rankin© *

(1*0)* figure 1 can be used, for: obtaining the relative 
permeabilities. . Also, in.figure 2, the solubility of 
%be reservoir gas In the oil ;i© shown*

3tep 1 $ By Introducing the values of n^* r#* % *  R*. b* 
and f| in equation (6) and solving for %  the

Assuming no interstitial.water present

fh@ calculation by steps follows *

following expression is.obtainedt

877iOQO



£ 2 .



Step 2:

m  3i

$%0P. 4:1

23.

Integration of equation (11) between 0 end t 
will give the cumulative production 
fherefores

Integrating and simplifying* 

** 4,460,

delving equation (7) the liquid saturation 
Within the area to be drained by the well is 
found to bet

%  * §>496,000 barrels

Assuming %  to- be.219,600 barrels, the 
liquid saturation is found by equation (i)i

3 “ 1 “ g f l l i f w  * 0 *®°

Referring back to figure 1, for a saturation 
value of 0.00, &| is found to be 0*71, low 
equation (12) can be solved for t, obtaining 
t * 197 days,
With this value of t, equation (11) developed 
In Step 1 can be solved for Q, giving:

0 * 10®7 barrels per day



which is .the daily oil production %Wf days 
after the product ion of the well has started# 

Step.,it the reservoir pressure is now obtained from 
equation (3), giving*

p # 174*4 atmospheres 
Step 7 1 With the a M  of figures 1 ant § ant equation 

(10) the gas oil ratio can be computed know* 
ing the reservoir pressure# from figure 1, 
the relative permeability to gas at 0*9 
liquid saturation la aero, and therefore the 
flowing gae*ell ratio is equal to the gas in 
solution at 174.4 atmospheres, Ora

R *» 572 cubic feet per barrel 
Steps 4 to 7 are repeated assuming different 

cumulative oil recoveries* the results are given in 
fable I, and plotted In figures 3 to 0#
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M B •»■■■
46 outlined, this 'work It concerned with" the 

problem of finding the tee lint curve of a well in an 
oil reservoir producing bythe expansive fore© of gas 
, In solution* ;

this procedure presents the advantage of re» 
qulring considerably less time ant 'a smaller amount of 
laboratory tata than moat of the methods developed up 
to the present* On the other hand, the cent it Ions for 
which these Equations can be used are very restricted 
■and will limit' their- use to a 'few cases only in actual 
practice# ? isny attempts were made' to relate'these e*> 
quations to e ;materlal "balance "expression In order to 
account 'for ;bbe 'Amount ;bf gas' present at' any time* but 
the introduction of several variables which could not 
be accounted for made these trials unsuccessful#

fhe information obtained on the cumulative 
©II recovery* ’theCreservoir pressure, and gaa^il 
ratio gives-the production history of the well# All 
the curve® follow the characteristic, trend that 1© 
Observed in actual practice*

%  reinjecting all of the gas produced, a
high percentage ©f the original oil would be recovered

!

but this Is not feasible as the gas-oil rati® will
: ! ) > •

reach infinite ■values# -Also* the cost of compressing 
and injecting the gas will be far greater than the 
value of the oil recovered*
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